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INTRODUCTION Rectangular DE92 011586
The enhancement of peak power by means of RF Input

Circularpulse compression has found important application for Mode Iris Waveguidedriving high energy electron linacs, the SLAC linac in " Transducer .

particular. The SLAC Energy Doubler [1](SLED), how- II Offset \ _
I

nential which limits the applicability of the method. Two ,: = = : _
n,L'thods of improving this situation have been sug- [_

gested' binary pulse compression [2] (BPC), in which the t_,. 3 dB Tapers/ /

pulse is compressed by successive factors of tw(), and _ KN," Coupler / AdjustableSLED II 13,4] in which the pair of resonant cavities of
SLED are replaced by long resonant delay lines (typically 'f X Vacuum Pumpouts Shods
waveguides). Intermediate schemes in which the cavity Circular and Mode Filters 3.92

pair is replaced by sequences of coupled cavities (which Output z_24^,,_

may be thought of as forming slow wave structure delay Figure 1. Schematic layout of a high-power SI,ED I1 system.
lines) have als() been considered [5,6l. In this paper we

describe our efforts towards the design and constrtlction 3-dB coupler, which consists of two circular waveguides
of lfi&_" power SLED II systems, which are intended to coupled by a slot. The configuration requires the two
provide drivers for w_rious adwlnced accelerator test waveguides to he very close together. Conseqt_ently, two
facilities and potentially for the Next Linear Collider S-bends, referred to as offsets, are nc,eded to connect the

itself. The design path we have chosen requires the coupler to the delay lines. This connection takes piace
development of a number of rnicrowave components in through circular coupling irises whose properties are
overmoded waveguide, and the bulk of this paper will determined by the chosen pulse compression factor. 'lh
be devoted to reporting our progress, limit the length of the coupler and to reduce difficulties

Success achieved with the BI'C, which is currently associated with the generation of other waveguide
acting as driver for testing experimental acce!,'"ator sec- modes the waw,'guide diameter employed for these ele-
tions, has demonstrated the suitability of overmoded cir- ments is 1.75 inches. "lhpers are provided for transition
cular waveguide ot_x,rating in the TEol mode for use as between different waveguide diameters. Moveable e,_d
delay lines. A low-power version of SLED II has been plates are provided in the delay lines for resonant tunil G
constructed which makes use of the sarne waveguide. A 90 degree bend connects the output port of the 3-dB
Experiments carried out with this low-power version coupler to the power transport line.
have confirmed the high-quality output wave form pre-

dicted by the theory [7l. Accordingly it has been decided STATUS OF THE COMPONENTS
to employ such waveguides in the SI, ED I1 system as
weil. This decision has driven the rest of the design. A 1. The 3-dB Coupler
schernatic drawing of the proposed layout is shown in This is the most novel of the cornponents, in that we
Figure 1. The system is being designed for high vacuum, are unaware of any other circular TE01 mode 3-dB cou-
The first realization (Prototype 1, hence Pl) will make pier of a suitable configuration. The heart of the device is
use of the same waveguide as that used for the BPC two parallel circular waveguides connected by a slot of
(WC281) with an inner diameter of 2.81 inches. The sec- smoothly tapered width. The cross section can be
ond (P2) will use a waveguide with a diameter of thought of as that of a single waw'guide. The design is
4.75 inches (WC475) to rcxJuce waveguide loss and hence based upon the behavior of the cutoff frequencies _f the
enhance efficiency, appropriate pair of modes as a function of the slot

The same circular waveguide m(_e will be used in parameters. We refer here to the mode pair which, in the
ali SLED 11components. The components required can be limit of zero slot width, are symmetric and antisymmet-
seen by reference to Figure 1. A mode converter is ric combinations of the TEol modes in the two
needed to convert the rectangular TElo mode from the waveguides. The mode splitting determines the rate at

which power transfers from one guide to the other (anal-klystron to the circular TEol mode. This feeds into the
ogous to the coupled pendulum problem). Assuming
power enters the upper waveguide on the left, the wave* Work supported by Department of Energy contracts DE-

AC03-76SF00515 and AS03-89-ER40527. propagating to the right in the upper guide generates a
t Also Department of Physics, UCSD, La Jolla, CA. wave propagating to the right in the lower guide. At the
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Figure 3. Ob,'_,rw,"dpower transfer in tilt,,3-dB coupler plotted
as a function of frequency. Power enters ()lit, oi the waveguides
and emerges partially from the output end of the saint,
waveguMe (curve a)and partially from the w,lvegt|ide t{) which

3-92 (b) 7124A3 it is transferred (Cill'V[,t"_), [)()%%;er p/.lSSg,.'Sthr()tlgh two offsets.
with a Hewh.:lt-l'ackard network analyzer, den_{mstrat-

l:igure 2. SUPERFISIt plots of the electric field lines in the sym- ing near equal power divisi(m at the design frcxluency
metric (a) and antisymmetric (b) TEol modes. Slot-induced dis- and the expected variation (_f power division with fre-
tortion of the fields is apparent, quency, l'tllse transmission tests of the cotlph_,r and tw(_

offsets showt'd that the band wid th is stlfficient t()pr(_ct,ss

by a factor of cos2qb, and sin2_ times the incident power sh(_rt rise timc ptllses with(ull noticeable degradali(_n.
appears in the lower gllide, where, t(_ a good Appr(_ximately ().4dB _t the ().6dl} loss sh(_wn in
approximati(_r_ l:igure 3 is in the chain _t compcments I:x'twL'en tilt' lwt--

work analyzer calibration p(_rts and the c_mtfinati(u_ c_l
k L offsets and 3-dl} coLlpler, _i'his chain incltJdes two Wlitt)()

= (k - k ) d:' waveguide bends, two mode c_nverters, and tw_ rntn.te

2Jk 2 _ k 2c 0 (:a c s '- ' filters. An alternate measure of the loss, particularly rele-vant to the way the coupler is tlsed in SI,El)II, is

f lem kt, and k,s are the cutoff wave,mmbers of the ar_fis)an- obtained by meastlring the transmission from the tntnit
metric and symmetric modes res'l.X'ctively, kc that of the to an adjacent port when the ports on the opposite end
ilnl_x_,rturt×,dTE01 m(x-te, and k, the ff(_2Sl.Xlcewavenuml:x,r, are shorted. Sucl_ a n_easurement doesn't depend (m the

In order to compute the det_mndence of the mode quality of available matched loads and does not involve
splitting on the slot parameters we used a semianalytic tryip, g to measure a small incrernent to a 3 dB loss. Fur-
method based upon field n_atching at the junctions of the thermore, it inwqves two passes through the c(_upler and
circular waveguides with the contracting slot. 'lTmse cal- a pass thr(mgh two offsets, which should make the cou-

pler loss more apparent. The loss observed in this situa-
ctdations provided us with a global picture of the depen-
dence of the mode splitting on the slot parameters. After tion was estimated to be less than 0.1 dB, the spikiness of
fixing the main features of the design, SUPERF1SH calcu- the transmission making it difficult to be more precise.
lations were performed as a check and also to provide The trar_smission thr(mgh two offsets without the cou-
information on the field distribution. Figure 2 provides pier was also measurt_t and was essentially indistin-
an example of the field distribution of the symmetric and gt,ishable from the case above. More rneasurernents and
,_ntisymmetric 'FE0I modes and sbows the distortion of better technique are required to obtain more consistent

the 7'/:!01mode pattern caused by the connecting slot. As results, but we feel confident that the loss of the coupler
a further check, a short section of the waveguide was plus offsets is no m(_re than 0.2 dB and is probably sub-
constructed and fitted with shorting plates, and the reso- stantially less. The fourth-port isolation observed whell

nant frc__quencies of the resultant cavity were compared to the output ports were terminated in approximately
those determined by the calculations, matched loads was 35 dB.

The slot was designed to yield ¢ = /I;/4 at The 3-dB coupler described above was machined in
11.424 GHz. Because the coefficient of the integral above two halves on a milling machine, and the two halves

is frequency dependent, _ > /I;/4 below the design frc'- were then bolted together. Consequently it is not suited
quency and </I:/4 above the design frequency. Figure 3 for direct incorporation into a vacuum system. While it
illustrates the perfom-_ance of the coupler as observed would be possible to reassemble it in vacut_m tight
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brazed form, we have instead constructed a vacuum ter, We are also working oil a design of our own which
chan_ber in which it will be e.nclosed, may be simpler to make, Which of the two will be better

RF-wise carl only be deternlir_ed after they are in hand,

2, The Offsets (S-Bends)
The S-bends consist of two circular arcs connected by 5. Dc lay Line Components

a straight section. In designing an S-bend, one can take For Pr(_totype 1, each delay line rLxluires an iris in
advantage of the fact that the TE01 to TMI1 conversion in WC175 guide, a taper to the WC281 delay lines, the delay
the first arc is to first approximatior_ undone by the sec- lines themselves, and a w_cuum adjustable moving short.
ond. Conversion to other propagating modes is oscilla- '1i}mi,qmize conversion to other modes it is important to
tory. Arc lengths and straight section length are chosen to _ ," ," , perpendicularity in the short as it is moved Ali
minimize conversion at the end of the bend, and the the- Frost Ivc

of these parts are ready for assembly. Pumping manifolds
oretically computed conversion loss is less than 0.005 di3. are also required, and possible locations are indicated in
Resistive losses would be expected to be larger, perhaps Figure 1. The pumping manifolds will be designed s(_as
as much as 0.03 dB for our larger offsets. The bends used to aet as mode filters as ,,veil.
in the measurernents reported above were rather crudely
made. They introduce a difficult to measure but notice- FUTURE PLANS
able loss (<0.1 di3 each), but we would hope that their '1'he Prot(}type 1 configuratiorb as described in the
loss could be rnade to approach tl_eoretically expected introductiorb will be assembled in the very near future.
values. For use in the prototype system, new offsets '1tle output pulse length will be about 100 ns, with a
which provide for increased separation have been power gain up to 4.8 for an input pulse length of 8(X)ns.
designed and constructed. These are more carefully A nearby X-band klystron, also being developed as [)art
made but have not yet been frilly tested. Preliminary of the Next l,inear Collider R&D program, should ph)-
observations suggest that they are con_parable to the vide sufficient power to drive the P1 configuration tc_a
_}riginal ones and will be suitable if not optin3al for indu- power outptlt level on the order of 15(1MW.

sion in I:'1. 'l'he main ptlrpose of the Pl tests will be to verify the
,3. Mode' Coll_;_!rtdrs high-power capability of the 3-dB coupler. The output

The experimental c_bservati(ms reported abow' were power will therel(_re be delivered to a high,power load
made using Marl6 type n_ode conw_rters stlpplied by attached to the (_utptlt port of the coupler. The P2 config-
Antennas for Conm_tlnication C_rporati{m. l:(._rcarrying uration, (m the c_therhand, will be able to deliver useful
ot_t meast_rernents we have Iotlnd ii to be desirable t(_lol- power t(_prot_type accelerating structures located in a
low each of them by a six-inch mode filler which radiates shielded test blinker about 12 m from the c(}upler.
out residual conversion to undesirc_:t modes. While the Because the losses in a WR90 waveguide run of this
mode filters appear to have a negligible effect on the TEol h..,ngthwould be int(derable, part of the P2 configuration
mode, they do introduce an extra 0,1 dB loss in the mode will be an overmoded circular waveguide transport sys-
converter output which we attribute to such nlodes, tem using the 9() degrLx_'bends undc,r development, This
Measurement problems which we attributed to the pres- pulse compression system, operating at an (mtput pulse
ence of undesired rhodes were greatly ameliorated by length of 150 ns, will be a final prototype f(_r the NI,(;
ilqroduction of the mode filters. The BPC employs mode _Ibst Accelerator facility being proposed at SL,_C. lt is
converters supplied by General Atomics, but these were hop_.O thai the I'2 system will be ready fi_r high-power
not available for these measurernerlts. We have no evi- tests in Autumn 19_42.

dence that they would be any better. The combination of
two mode converters plus two filters produces an overall REFERENCES
loss of 0.35 dB and is long and bulky. We are currently [li Z. D. Farkas et al., Pruc.of 9lh Int. (.7onf.(m ' ligtl Energy
working on adapting an Alpha Corporation design (a{ Acceh'rat(_rs,May 1976,p. 57,q.
KU band) for use at our X-band frequency, lt is much 121Z. D. Farkas,II-I;]iTrans. MTI'--3,1,103(_,1986.
more compact than those mentioned above. Our prelimi- [31 A. Fiebig and ('. Schieblich, l'roc, of It:,un_pean l'articlt,
nary work leads us to believe that, with this design, it Accelerator ('m_f., Rome, June 1¢)88,p. 107q.
may be possible to achieve better mode purity and lower p.
loss. lt is, however, inherently more narrow band, and its [,11 B. Wilson, Z. l). Farkas, and R.D. Ruth, "SLI.:.D I1: ANew Method of RF Pul._, Compn,ssion," Proc. of I,INA(X,_()
power tmndling capacity must t)e confirmed. Conf., Albtlquer_lue, NM, _,pt. lqg(};SI,A(--1'1JB--533{}.

4. The 90-Degree Bend 151 v. E. Balakin and I. V. Syrachev, 'A New Approach in RI:
Figure I shows a 90-degree trend at the output port Power Multiplication," VI,EI_ILNote-()6/I_)(I, 19_,_().

of SLED I1. This is one of a few bends needed in the 161 A. f:iebig, A Radio Frequer_cy l_ulse C_m_prt,ssur t_r

power transport system. Because of the degeneracy _:luare Output Pulses in the Microsecond Range," l{uru-
between the TEol and TMll modes of circular pean Organization for Nuclear Research I_IRFINt)Ie 91
waveguide, design of such a bend is nontrivial. We have 12, April 1991.

ordered a pair ofbends from General Atomics to be made [71 Z. D. Farkas, et al., " Radiu Fn,quency l'ulse (7omprv.ssion
with circular corrugated waveguide of 1.75 inch diame- Exfx,riments at SI,A('," SI_AC-PUB-5,10%jar_uary 1991.






